PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS:

- Bethany Lutheran College, Mankato, MN (BLC)
- Bethel College, St. Paul, MN (BTH)
- Gustavus Adolphus College, St. Peter, MN (GAC)
- Minnesota State University, Mankato, MN (MSU)
- Northeast Community College (NCC)
- South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD (SDS)
- University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN (UMN)
- University of Wisconsin, River Falls, WI (WRF)

Preliminary Rounds:

3 wins / 0 losses

- BTH MS (Steven McMullen - Luke Scripter)
- SDS DR (Shawna Duncan - Aaron Rahlfs)
- GAC GP (Brandon Gillette - Justin Paul)
2 wins/ 1 loss

- NCC TB (Andrew Tatro - Jennifer Beltz)
- SDS NJ (Renee Nason - Dani Johannesen)
- SDS SN (Kelly Schmeidt - Jordyn Nolz)
- SDS FR (Jason Frerichs - Wayne Robison)
- WRF MB (Sarah Mc Roberts - Giacomo Baglio)
- MSU KX (Ali Kokhar - Matthew Xavier)
- MSU HR (Jeff Holden - Joshua Randall)
- UMN RB (Anthony Reel - Andy Barnhart)

1 win/ 2 losses

- BTH MP (David Maus - Bethany Piety)
- MSU BB (Hannah Berreau - Tom Bergstrom)
- BLC SC (Jennifer Soost - Vlad Cherevko)
- BLC LR (Stacy Lilienthal - Rachel Rabenberg)
- BLC GH (Jessica Gehrke - Marie Holtz)
- UMN WO (Stu Whitson - Jeff Ochs)
- UMN OG (Joe Oberg - Adam Gaetz)
- UMN SN (Jason Schousboe - Deepak Neduwelil)

0 wins/ 3 losses

- BLC GB (Elizabeth Gullixson - Emily Betz)
- UMN MB (Becky Mitchell - David Bratt)
- UMN HW (Monica Heth - Tricia Woelert)

**Bronze Round**

- NCC TB (opp) def. MSU KX 1-1
- SDS NJ (opp) def. UMN RB 1-1
- GAC GP (opp) def. SDS SN 2-0
- SDS DR (opp) def. MSU HR 2-0
- BTH MS (opp) def. UMN WO 2-0
- SDS FR (opp) def. WRF MB 2-0
**Gold Round:**

- SDS DR (opp) def. NCC TB 3-0
- GAC GP (opp) def. SDS NJ 2-1
- BTH MS (gov) def. SDS FR 3-0

Bethel's Gold Award winners: Steve McMullen and Luke Scripter

South Dakota State's Gold Award winners: Shawna Duncan and Aaron Rahlfs

Gustavus Adolphus' Gold Award winners: Brandon Gillette and Justin Paul
Individual Speakers

- 1 Steven McMullen - 85.5 - Bethel College
- 2 tie Luke Scripter - 82.5 - Bethel College
- 2 tie Stu Whitson - 82.5 - U. of Minnesota
- 4 tie Giacomo Baglio - 82 - UW - River Falls
- 4 tie Brandon Gillette - 82 - Gustavus Adolphus
- 4 tie Wayne Robison - 82 - South Dakota State
- 7 tie Marie Holtz - 81 - Bethany Lutheran
- 7 tie Jeff Ochs - 81 - U. of Minnesota
- 9 tie Ali Kokhar - 80 - Minn. State University
- 9 tie Anthony Reel - 80 - U. of Minnesota
- 11 tie Jordyn Nolz - 79.5 - South Dakota State
- 11 tie Tom Bergstrom - 79.5 - Minn. State University
- 11 tie Jason Schousboe - 79.5 - U. of Minnesota
- 14 tie Dani Johannesen - 79 - South Dakota State
- 14 tie Jennifer Beltz - 79 - Northeast CC
- 14 tie Renee Nason - 79 - South Dakota State

Top speakers: (back) Wayne Robison, Steve McMullen, Luke Scripter, Stu Whitson (front) Brandon Gillette and Giacomo Baglio
Topics

Round One: This house would limit students’ work hours.
Round Two: This house would let the U.N. do it.
Round Three: Case -- The principal is morally right to ban the T-shirt.
Bronze Round: This house would steal from the poor to give to the rich.
Gold Round: This house would run for governor.